achievements. It is often said that respect is earned and is never just given. Of the various topics covered in the over forty editorials on this page, this seems more esoteric yet is a base precept of how we all want to be treated and how we should strive to treat others. This topic brings to mind an old song…written by Otis Redding and made famous by the Queen of Soul, Aretha Franklin, ''R-E-S-P-E-C-T… find out what it means to me.'' People know what it looks like to them, but they do not necessarily know what it looks like to others.
As an organization, you want to foster respect and make it your responsibility to define it and then communicate that message. Creating a platform for open discourse is important. One example is the Open Forum Community on the AFS Casting Connection Web site, a members-only social network to drive collaboration, ignite conversations, and create an invaluable resource that is available 24/7. AFS also uses other platforms to recognize the abilities, qualities, and achievements of our peers through our technical and service awards presented at our annual Metalcasting Congress. Building a tradition and recognition are important tools. People value this acknowledgement from their peers.
At the upcoming AFS Metalcasting Congress (April 3-5, 2018), the Society will celebrate contributions made by members of its community at the annual awards ceremonies to praise the tireless work and voluntary contributions in support of our technical committees. On a national level, we give honor with the Award of Scientific Merit in recognition of outstanding papers, meritorious technical service or effort, or development of a process, method or engineering advancement having ''future possibilities.'' The Service Citation recognizes outstanding general service, primarily of a nontechnical nature, to AFS and the casting industry. The AFS Gold Medals, which are the Society's highest awards, are presented for outstanding technical and management contributions. These awards show the respect that is given by the recipient's colleagues and organizations for their efforts.
On another platform, there is another group of respected and dedicated individuals that need to be recognized, they are the technical content reviewers of this journal (that are listed on the preceding page). The IJMC acknowledges the important role these reviewers fill to respectfully and constructively evaluate and advance the work of our authors. They help us to fulfill our mission of ''Leading the Transfer of Research and Technology for the Global Metalcasting Industry,'' and we thank you.
''R-E-S-P-E-C-T, find out what it means to me.''
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